Abstract: We consider the Gibbs-measures of continuous-valued height con gurations on the d-dimensional integer lattice in the presence a weakly disordered potential. The potential is composed of Gaussians having random location and random depth; it becomes periodic under shift of the interface perpendicular to the base-plane for zero disorder. We prove that there exist localized interfaces with probability one in dimensions d 3 + 1, in a`low-temperature' regime. The proof extends the method of continuous-to-discrete single-site coarse graining that was previously applied by the author for a double-well potential to the case of a non-compact image space. This allows to utilize parts of the renormalization group analysis developed for the treatment of a contour representation of a related integer-valued SOS-model in BoK1]. We show that, for a.e. xed realization of the disorder, the in nite volume Gibbs measures then have a representation as superpositions of massive Gaussian elds with centerings that are distributed according to the in nite volume Gibbs measures of the disordered integer-valued SOS-model with exponentially decaying interactions.
I. Introduction
The study of interface models from statistical mechanics, continuous as well as discrete ones, with respect to their localization vs. uctuation properties, is an interesting topic in probability theory. In this paper we study the problem of continuous SOS-interfaces in random potentials that are random perturbations of periodic ones and prove stability of the interface in dimensions d 3 + 1 (as suggested by the heuristic Imry-Ma argument, known for long to theoretical physicists).
A related stability result has been proved before for the simpler discrete version of such a model with nearest neighbor interactions in BoK1] . The proof uses a renormalization group (or spatial coarse-graining) procedure that was based on the technique of Bricmont and Kupiainen that was developed for the Random Field Ising Model BK]. The issue of this note is thus to clarify what to do with additional (possibly destabilizing) uctuations of the continuous degrees of freedom.
An analogous problem was investigated in a recent paper by the author K4] in the simpler case of a random double-well potential, where ferromagnetic ordering was shown in d 3 (under suitable`low temperature' and`weak anharmonicity' assumptions on the potential). The key point here is to construct a suitable stochastic mapping from continuous to discrete con gurations and study the image measures under this mapping. In the double-well case this mapping is just a smoothed sign-eld indicating what minimum the continuous spin is close to. The image measure could then be shown to be an Ising-measure for a suitable absolutely summable Hamiltonian. It can be controlled by the known renormalization group method of BK]. This is clearly in favor of running a suitably devised renormalization group transformation on the (in this context unpleasantly rich) space of continuous con gurations.
The purpose of the present paper is to study the di culties of in nitely many minima in the potential. The stochastic mapping we will apply to the continuous spins will now be a mapping to integer-valued spin con gurations. As opposed to K4] the mapping will now also depend on the realization of the disorder.
To explain the method in the simplest non-trivial context, we have decided to choose a speci c potential that is the log of sums of Gaussians. The treatment of this potential provides the basic building block of the analysis also for more general potentials in that it explains the occurrence of the phase transition and the structure of the contour models that will arise. It corresponds to having vanishing`anharmonic corrections'; how those anharmonicities (that are present for more general potentials) can be treated by additional expansions is explained in detail for the double-well case in K4] , so that combining those methods with the ones from the present paper should yield stability for a larger class of continuous interface models.
This restriction also allows us to obtain particularly nice`factorization-formulas' for the continuous-spin Gibbs-measures in nite and in nite volume. They have some probabilistic appeal and clarify the structure of the coarse graining transformation we use. In particular we can describe the in nite volume Gibbs measures in terms of the`explicit' building blocks of random discrete height measures and well-understood (random) massive Gaussian elds (see 1.7 
]).
Here is the model. We are aiming to investigate the Gibbs measures on the state space The disorder is modelled by the random variables ( x (h)) x2Z Z d ;h2Z Z and (d x (h)) x2Z Z d ;h2Z Z , describing the random depths of the Gaussians and the random deviations of the centerings of the Gaussians from the lattice m ZZ. The unperturbed potential thus takes its minima for m 2 m ZZ, the xed parameter m > 0 being its period. Later it will have to be large enough.
(Note that the curvature of the potential is of the order unity for large m ; thus the curvature really has to be large on the rescaled lattice where the potential has period 1.)
We will simply take the ( x (h)) x2Z Z 
where 2 d ; 2 0 will be su ciently small.
An assumption of the type (iv) is natural, since it just states that the shifted wells stay away from each other and don't merge or even cross. The assumption (iii) is less natural (and not really essential). Moreover we will need in the proof that d ; be su ciently small, which is just to simplify the structure of the contour representation we will derive later and could be bypassed, see below.
To make explicit the local dependence of various quantities on the disorder variables we write ! x = (d x (h); x (h)) h2Z Z for the`disorder variables at site x' and put ! = (! x ) x2 .
A more general setting could of course be to consider V x that are stationary w.r.t. a discrete shift in the height-direction and satisfy some mixing condition. Also the i.i.d. assumption in x could be weakened.
We use the following notation for the objects of interest, the nite volume Gibbs-measures m @ ;! , de ned in terms of their expectations: Remark: So, measured on the scale of the period m , the roughness is in fact a very small number. The term 1 has to be present since it describes the true uctuations of a continuous spin in an individual well of V x . The quantity q(m ) 2 gives the true order of magnitude of the minimal energetic contribution of a pair of nearest neighbor heights in neighboring potential wells, so it 4 can be viewed as some basic temperature variable that has to be large enough. It appears in the de nition of~ , with some minor logarithmic deterioration that we need for technical reasons. The log 1 q -contribution comes from a high-temperature expansion, to be explained later. ? dh m = Q x2 T ! x x (h x m x ), for the kernel from IR to ZZ , and also in the in nite volume.
Before we put down more results in a precise way, let us describe in an informal way in symbolic notation what we are about to do. Starting from a ( nite volume) Gibbs measure (dm) we look at the joint distribution M(dh; dm) := T(dhjm) (dm) on integer heights con gurations h and continuous heights m. Then we analyse with the use of Bayes' formula: We have (dm) := R (dh)M(dmjh) where (dh) = R (dm)T(dhjm) is the h-marginal. It is of course a completely general (and a-priori empty) idea to look at distributions in suitably extended space that can only be useful for natural choices of this space. In our case we succeed with the control of (dh) since we can obtain a contour representation that can be treated by the spatial renormalization group. The conditional probability M(dmjh) is nice for the speci c choice of the potential; it is just a Gaussian distribution. (M(dmjh) would be more complicated for perturbations of the potential, but the above decomposition would still be a successful one.) Our results, to be described below, will then concern the approach of the thermodynamic limit of . We will also have to clarify the interplay of the thermodynamic limit with the above formulas.
The following theorem describes how the control of Gibbs-measures on the integer heights carries over to the control of the Gibbs-measures on the continuous heights, under some harmless 5 additional condition.
Theorem 2: Suppose that the discrete height measures ! := T m @ ;! converge locally along a sequence of cubes N , centered at the origin, to a limiting measure ! (dh Z Z d) Remark: Note that the random quantities K x (!) will typically not be bounded uniformly in x. In fact, even a localized interface will have unbounded uctuations around regions of exceptionally large uctuations when considered in the in nite lattice. Of course, (1.6) is implied by sup N;y IE ! jh y j < 1. Remark: We stress that Theorem II does not only apply to the` at' interfaces that we investigate here but also to more`exotic' Gibbs-measures. So, e.g. the (supposed) existence of Dobrushin-type integer-height Gibbs-measures (that are perturbations of a at interface at height 0 in one half-space and a at interface at height H in the complement) would imply the existence of corresponding continuous spin Gibbs-measures.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Chapter II we prove the`factorization' Theorem 2, starting from its nite volume version Lemma 2.1. In Chapter III we derive the contour representation of the integer height model (see Proposition 1), starting from the nite volume Hamiltonian (3.1). In Chapter IV we conclude to prove Theorem I from these results applying the spatial renormalization group construction from BoK1], K1] on the contour model representation.
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II. The Joint distributions of continuous and integer heights Before we get started, let us make explicit some (concentration-) properties of the random transition kernel to get some intuition for it. The elementary proof is given at the end of the chapter.
Lemma 2.1: For any realization of the disorder satisfying the bounds (ii) and (iv) Now, the simplicity of our choice of the log-sum-of-Gaussian potential lies in the fact that the joint distribution on continuous heights and integer height can be written in the form is quadratic in m, for xed h. This is due to the cancellation of the normalization in the transition kernel against the exponential of the potential. We remark that, for potentials that can be viewed as perturbations of our speci c log-sum-of-Gaussians the formula would acquire error terms and the present formula is the main contribution of a further expansion.
We will now rewrite the joint distribution as a product of the marginal in the integer heights and the conditional distribution of the continuous heights given the h. We see that the m-distribution conditioned on a xed value of h is Gaussian. The h-marginals on the other hand can be computed by a Gaussian integration over m : Since the quadratic terms of the above integral are h-independent this Gaussian integration yields with a constant C that does not depend on h (and ! ).
By multiplying and dividing the r.h.s. of (2.1) by (2.3) we get after a little rewriting of the 2) The introduction of arti cial integration variables is a commonly used trick also for the analysis in quadratic mean-eld models (known here as Hubbard-Stratonovitch transformation). In fact, the analogue of formulas (2.5) looks as follows for the simplest candidate, the usual meaneld Ising ferromagnet. Its Gibbs distribution on the spins ( i ) i=1;:::;N 2 f?1; 1g N =: is given by N ( ) = e Likewise, our strategy in the present problem will now be to control the -distribution in the thermodynamic limit and get the Gibbs-measures of the continuous spins by summing (2.5) over h. Assuming this control over the integer heights we must however also control what happens to (the h-average over) equation (2.5) under the thermodynamic limit if we apply it to a local function f(m V ), depending on continuous heights m x only for x 2 V , V being a xed nite volume. Note that the Gaussian describing the conditional distribution of the continuous heights, given the integer heights, has some -dependence both through its centering and the covariance matrix. Further, its dependence on h is not nite range (albeit strongly decaying unless the integer-heights are getting very large.) So we need some extra condition on the convergence of -measure and a little work to deduce the implication of the desired convergence of the -measure.
The precise result of this is given in Theorem 2 (see Introduction), that we are going to prove now. While doing so, we will also prove the following jf(m V )j e km V k 2 .
Proof of Theorem 2: We start with the proof of the theorem under the`site-wise summability assumption' (1.5). We must control large realizations of the h's (that are however improbable w.r.t , under this assumption.) Let f denote any measurable function of m V , we assume for simplicity that f is uniformly bounded by 1. To produce a local observable (of the integer heights) we cut o the long range dependence of the Gaussians on the integer height h outside some volume 2 that satis es V 2 . We use an =3-trick to decompose ! N h mm @ ;! ;h ; and then large enough. Indeed, the middle term on the r.h.s. converges to zero with " 1, for any xed 2 , due to the assumption of weak convergence of the ! . The remaining task is to control the two error-terms; for this we need the condition (1.5) resp. (2.7)].
We look at the rst term on the r.h.s. more carefully. The last term is treated in a similar fashion. We need some continuity properties of jV j-dimensional Gaussian expectations considered as functions of their means and covariances. The following estimate will do, both for bounded observables and observables that are only exponentially bounded. The last two terms are estimated with the help of the above lemma, leading to the last line of (2.9). The rst term can be estimated simply in terms of di erences of the Gaussian densities: To estimate the ! -expectation of this bound we will decompose the space of the integer heights into a`regular set' H := H( 2 ; ) := H This nishes our discussion of the proof of Theorem 2; it remains however to give the Proof of Lemma 2.5: In fact, the Lemma holds under the following two weaker conditions of We need to show that the ! -probability of the event that the r.h.s. is bigger than some~ 2 can be made small by choosing the volumes in a useful way. The last (deterministic) term converges to zero; so we assume that is large enough s.t. it is smaller than~ 2 =3. Now, from (b) we know that, given any , we have for all su ciently large 2 that P y2 n 2 (1 ? q Z Z d ) ?1 x;y m y (h y ) ~ 2 =3 with (say) ! -probability bigger than 1 ? =2. We x such a 2 . What we have just seen in the proof of (i) ensures that, for given we can nd a B such that the sum of y 2 2 on the r.h.s. of the last inequality is bounded by B, uniformly in 2 , with (say) ! -probability bigger than 1 ? =2. Now it remains to choose is large as we want to make the sup over y's in the xed 2 as small as we want, and thus the rst line on the r.h.s. smaller than~ 2 =3 to nish the proof of Lemma 2.5.} Let us nally give the modi cations needed to get the Proof of the Addition to Theorem 2:. Let us look again at rst at the rst term of the decomposition (2.8) where f is now a local observable that is only exponentially bounded. We introduce the same type of exceptional set H( 2 ; ). Then, after using the Lemma 2.4 for the Gaussian expectation on the exceptional set, the analogue of (2. To see the last estimates, just look at the nominator Norm.(m x ) (see 1.4): It is simple to check that this sum converges and it is bounded from above as well as bounded from below away from 0. From this the bounds (2. with~ @( c ) (m) := @ ;@ m @ denoting the eld created by the boundary condition. We also note that the continuous-spin minimizer is given by (2.6).
We will deduce a contour representation for the -measures. Let us give the commonly used notion of`contour', adapted to this model:
De nitions: A contour ? in the volume is a pair composed of a support ? and à height con guration' h 2 ZZ , such that the extended con guration (h ; 0 Z Z d n ) is constant on connected components of ZZ d n?. A contour model representation for a probability measure on the space ZZ of integer height-con gurations in is a probability measure Q on the space of contours in whose height-marginal reproduces , i.e. (fh g) = P
?:
connected components of a contour ? are the contours i whose supports are the connected components i of ? and whose sign is determined by the requirement that it be the same as that of ? on i .
The result of this chapter is Proposition 1: Suppose that q is su ciently small, q(m ) 2 su ciently large and d (ii) Contour-Activities: The activity 0 (?; ! ? ) is non-negative. It factorizes over the con- Proof: To produce a sum of the type (3.2) we need to decompose the terms in the Hamiltonian in such a way as to exhibit a low-temperature part, a non-local eld part and high-temperature parts that can be expanded. We will produce`support of contours' from all these various sources. As we will see there we will have to introduce some type of support that occurs only for unbounded spin models with interactions having no nite range.
Remember that we put zero boundary conditions. First of all it is now convenient to rewrite the integer-height Hamiltonian in the following form that makes explicit that it has purely ferromagnetic couplings: R (x ! y ; C) (3.14)
To get the form (3.9) we can of course look at the boundary term as a coupling to a boundary conditionh x 0 for x 2 @ . Note that K ;x falls o exponentially as a function of the distance from x to @ . Now, for every site x 2 we pick a site y(x) 2 @ that has minimal distance to x (with some arbitrary deterministic prescription to make this choice unique.) Then we extend the de nition of J to all pairs in ZZ d ZZ d by J ;x;y := K ;x for y = y(x), J ;x;y := 0 for y 2 ? c or x; y 2 ( ) c . The lower bounds in (3.10) follow from the fact that R (x ! x + e ; C) = (q ?1 + 2d) 2 ? 1 ?1 for nearest neighbors x; x + e. The upper bound follows from the fact that 2 that are big (they will make up the essential contributions to the`low-temperature contours'), small (they will be expanded and make up hightemperature contours) and intermediate (they cannot be expanded and will be adjoined to the low-temperature contributions). The di culty about these intermediate contributions is that we need to nd conditions that ensure that their existence implies the existence of low-temperature contours nearby that will actually dominate them.
Below we will introduce a set of pairs of`big and intermediate interactions ', E (ĥ) . In particular the pairs that make up the low-temperature contributions will be contained in this 19 set of`dangerous edges'. For xed height con guration we decompose the exponential of (3. Assuming that expansion. It is however intuitively clear that such an event should be very unlikely since it implies a large energy cost due to the short range parts. To turn this into a contour representation we look at the following set of`dangerous' bonds, E
(ĥ) := ffx; yg ; d(x; y) r; where jĥ x ?ĥ y j e 2 jx?yj g (3.20) whose interactions can not be treated by a high-temperature expansion, with being the estimate on the decay-rate of the J's, as given in (3.11). The corresponding part of the LTsupport will have to contain the vertex sets of the connected components of the corresponding graph. Our aim is then to show the Peierls-type estimate in terms of the n.n. interface energy and the volume of the contour. The problem with the volume-estimate is that there is of coarse a gap between high-temperature and low-temperature expansions: if the interaction term J ;x;y ĥ x ?ĥ y ? hd x (h x ) ?d y (h y ) i 2 is not small enough for a high-temperature expansion, the term itself need not be large enough to provide a low-temperature Peierls constant that is big enough. So, what might happen is that the large uctuation long range parts just glue together connected components of the ? (1) -parts without contributing much energy themselves. We will however show that in such a case the n.n. surface energy will be at least as large as the resulting volume of the total contour. Indeed, if the interaction term is not very small, each nearest neighbor path from x to y contributes a nearest neighbor interface energy of e 2 jx?yj .
Patching together those paths along with safety cubes around them we will get the second part of the contour with a useful Peierls constant. The details are as follows.
It is convenient to work in all of ZZ d and de ne sets that will be the essential part of the lowtemperature contours which are not necessarily subsets of . The nal supports of contours will then be obtained as intersections. Given our extended con gurationĥ it is convenient to extend the above de nition writing E doesn't happen to be a diagonal, we choose some arbitrary deterministic tie-breaking procedure to make this choice unique.) Then we put ? Proof: From the set of cubes Q(fx; yg) whose union makes up we will consider in the following only the maximal ones w.r.t. inclusion. Let us denote them by Q i , i = 1; : : :; N.
(That is we discard those that are contained in a strictly bigger one. The desired LT surface-energy/volume Peierls-type estimate is obvious: Denote ? (2) :
(ĥ) the parts of the connected component that are due to the large-uctuation-long-range part. LT (h). We nd it convenient to use a little rewriting of the exponent. Since we have exponential decay of the interaction, we can just` ll the space between the endpoints' to de ne contours that obey Peierls estimates: To each pair fx; yg 2 nE (ĥ) of sites we associate a`one-dimensional' polymer g = g(x; y) that is the set of sites of one of the nearest-neighbor paths from x to y (with some prescription to make the choice of this path unique.) Then we have for the number of sites that jgj = jx ? yj 1 + 1. We use this notation to denote the terms in the last sum by sets g and put We note that, due to the decay of the resolvent (with ), the uniform boundedness of jd x j d and the de nition of the`dangerous bonds' (with =2!) we have 0 S g (h g ) e ?const jgj . Note that there are only non-vanishing terms for g \ ? 6 = ;. (Indeed, in (3.30) where n(?; g) counts the number of connected components of ? that are connected to g. The term under the rst product de nes a non-negative quantity r( ) that is h-independent and satis es 1 r( ) e ?j je ?const 0 (for su . large ). The last exponential can be polymer-expanded and written as a sum P G:G\?6 =; HT1
? (G; h G ) with a nonnegative activity 0 ? (G; h G ) e ?const 0 jGj (which is one for empty G). This is always ne for jCj 3; for jCj = 2 we see that d really needs to be small enough to get a useful bound. We put S C :=S C for jCj 3 and S C :=S C ? IES C for jCj = 2.
We remark that we could relax the assumption of smallness of d by the introduction of large
Then we would have to introduce a control eld N x (h) that would contain a contribution of the type Const jd x (h)j1 jd x (h)j 1 as well as a contribution from the large x (h)'s. Since this is simple but would obscure the structure of the contour-model we don't present the details here.]
For a at height con guration on C (i.e. if C V h for an h 2 ZZ) we just write S C (h) := S C (h C ) the former de ning the`small eld' appearing in the nal contour-model representation. with const -decay. As far as for the bulk terms, the elds x (h) simply make up the local contributions to the small eld. Finally, we discuss the corrections due to boundary e ects. We write the interaction with the boundary in the form X We note that from this de nition the probabilistic bounds for jCj = 1 are clear. Also, the probabilistic bounds for jCj = 2 are obvious. The proof is a direct consequence of the representation of Theorem 2, the contour-representation for the discrete-height model of Proposition 1, and the results from the renormalization group analysis for a discrete-height contour model from BoK1], K1]. It is crucial for this that the contour model constructed in Chapter III and given in Proposition 1 is`renormalizable' with the procedure described in detail in BoK1] in`Chapter 4. The Gibbs State at Finite Temperature'. Indeed, it satis es the inductive assumption of a contour model given in BoK1] 4.1, p. 457, for the trivial choice of empty bad regions and vanishing control-eld N. We must however have for this that the uniform bounds and d are su ciently small; otherwise we would have had to introduce bad regions and large elds, which is however mainly a notational inconvenience. (There is further a completely trivial di erence in that we have exponential decay for the small elds only for jCj 3; we could of course trivially cast the present contour representation into the one from BoK1] by splitting the eld S C for C = fx; x + eg into new local small elds at sites x and x + e and producing a stochastic dependence up to distance 2.) The result of BoK1] then gives that, for su ciently large~ ( ; ), for su ciently small 2 eff. there exists a non-random subsequence of cubes s.t. the measures ! (obtained from the zero boundary continuous Gibbs-measures) converge weakly to an in nite-volume Gibbs-measure ! , for a.e. ! see BoK1], p.417, Theorem 1]. To conclude that convergence of the -measures takes place also on local observables f that are only polynomially bounded, jf(m V )j Const (1 + jm V j) p , we would like to use the addition to Theorem 2 (2.7). Although its assumption on the convergence of the -measures on exponentially bounded observables is a very natural one that is believed to hold, it is unfortunately not a straightforward consequence of the RG-analysis. Along the lines of Chapter II, the reader will however have no di culty to prove the analogous extension for polynomially bounded observables under the condition that sup ;y IE jh y j p < 1, for all exponents p. This assumption is in fact true; we even have (4.2), see below. 
